
Most disaster recovery (DR) solutions 
fail right when you need them: 

  Recovery takes too long 
  Failover state runs poorly 
  Failback is impractical 

The truth is, many DR solutions are 
merely cloud backups masquerading 
as business continuity solutions. 
Unfortunately, you and your IT 
provider have no control over these 
vendors and their lack of urgency  
or accountability. Neither do we.  
That is why we created F12 Rescue. 

F12 Rescue is the DRaaS (Disaster 
Recovery as a Service) solution you 
can count on — ensuring swift and 
painless recovery. 

F12 Rescue: 
Disaster Recovery 
that won’t  
let you down

F12 Rescue: easy, 
affordable & accountable
F12 Rescue is a comprehensive  
plan to get your organization  
back into action fast. 

We work with you to develop and 
test a custom DR Runbook for  
your business needs. That means: 

  Defined Recovery  
Point Objectives (RPOs)

  Guaranteed Recovery  
Time Objectives (RTOs)

  Standby F12 data  
centre performance

  Smooth failover and  
failback plan 

We can make these commitments 
because we own and control the 
data centres to make it happen, 
and we relentlessly test to ensure 
we can do what we promise.  
That is the F12 difference.  

Rescue

Comprehensive 
planning  
and testing

Customized 
objectives with 
guarantees

Simple price 
that covers 
failover

Data protection  
best practice  
Experts recommend the  
3-2-1 Rule: 3 (or more)  
copies of data, on 2 (or  
more) different media, with  
1 (or more) kept off-site. F12 
Rescue follows this principle.

Certified Privacy  
and Security
F12 is one of a handful of SOC 
2 Type II and CyberSecure 
Canada-certified data 
protection providers.

Performance 
Guarantee
F12 holds standby resources in 
our redundant Canadian data 
centers to provide the best 
possible failover experience.

1-886-F12-8782 f12.net

ALBERTA  •  Calgary | Edmonton | Red Deer
BRITISH COLUMBIA  •  Courtenay | Nelson | Vancouver | Vernon | Victoria 
ONTARIO  •  Toronto | Waterloo

F12 has been creating streamlined technology solutions for 
more than 20 years. F12 aims to eliminate the IT treadmill of 
forced obsolesce and never-ending project billing with an 
adaptable IT platform at a predictable per-user price.

About F12

What’s included 
in F12 Rescue

SOC 2 Type 
II-compliant 
datacentre

End-to-end encryption, 
in-transit and at-rest 
leveraging TLS 1.2 AES-256

Production-ready 
enterprise-level recovery 
hardware on standby

Annual  
recovery 
readiness testing


